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ASUNM election is today.
Polling places are the ASA
Gallery, fountain area at La
Posada, President Davis'
garage, and outside the
geology .
and
civil
engineering buildings.

·DAILY
yvednesday, November 17,1976

New Mexico Spend
By D.M. Flynn
"In New Mexico $3-4 million is
spent annually on prosecuting
citizens on charges of possession of
marijuana (one ounce or less),"
Keith Sfroup, head of the National
Organization for the Reform of
Marijuana Laws (NORML), said
yesterday.

Stroup app~ared at a symposium
entitled "Marijuana and Society"
held last night at the Four Seasons.
The symposium was sponsored by
the New· Mexico Humanities
Council, New Mexico NORML and
the
UNM
Department of
Psychology.
An opponent to marijuana
decriminalization, Dr.· Hardin B.
Jones physiology professor at the
University of California (Berkeley),
said one of the reasons for keeping
marijuana illegal is that the drug
causes changes in the personalities
and "emotion matrix of the brain."
Jones ·cited several government
studies and scientific research
conducted in other countries that
point to the harmful effects of
·marijuana. Jones said that there
has "been a rapid rise in teenage
alcoholism, and in every instance I
encountered they were heavy
marijuana users who turned to
alcohol.''

· Stroup told the audience that.
penalties· for the "possession of
small amounts of marijuana should
be removed from the criminal
system.''

Donald Lee and Fred Schueler and
attorney Charles Daniels, esq. Dr.
Douglas Ferraro, Professor of
Psychology at UNM, was the
moderator of the symposium.

Stroup based his support of
decriminalization on the basis of
several studies. Although he
"promotes the discouragement of
all recreational use of drugs,'' there
will be no change, he said, in usage
patterns if the we'ed were
decriminalized. The drug Abuse
Council, Stroup said, "found that
there was no increase in marijuana
use in Oregon'' since fines have
replaced criminal charges as a
means of punishment.

About 400 people filled the
ballroom, most of whom favored
the decriminalization issue. 0ne
group, representing Chapter 0ne
and supporting the legalization of
marijuana, ~aunted the panel with·
phrases like "God gave us the
herbs."

Other personalities ·who participated in the panel were UNM
Assistant Professors of Philosophy

On the question of legalization
Stroup posed opposition to
"
i'
legalization on the basis M a 1961
'
~
f
international treaty .signed by the
~-·
•
Photo by Phyllis M. Kushner
l.J.S. Under the provision& of the
Keith Stroup of NORML addressing the audience at the
treaty, the "U.S. must maintain
sanctions against marijuana use symposium on marijuana·last night. Seated are Dr. Hardin B.
except under medical supervision." Jones of Berke'Jey (left) and attorney Charles Daniels, Esq.
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Amendme~ts,
By Dan Crain
Students will vote today on two
proposed amendments to the
constitution and a list of 12 issues
the ASUNM Student Lobby
Committee is considering persuing
in the State Legislature.
The first amendment would
!;hange the procedure for filling

run for re-election because I'll be
law school in the fall. I
entering
As 10 new ASUNM Senators will
hope
to
be
on an executive combe elected by the students today,
mittee
in
some
capacity next
seven former senators will retire
semester;
I
may
ask
to get on
from duty.
Speaker's
or
Film
Committee.''
Among the seven retiring
Retiring Finance Committee
senators, about half said they will
Chairman George Coston said he
remain active in ASUNM and
student government. The other half was unable to run for re-election
because his G .I. Bill would run out
said they would not be active
because they were either graduating at the end of the semester and
therefore he had to obtain a paying
or had become disillusioned with
job
to be able to stay in school.
campus politics.
Retiring
Finance Committee
Retiring Sen. Rolando Beravidez, .
Chairman
George
Coston said he
a creative-writing major who will
graduate this spring, said, "I was was unable to run for re-election
disillusioned with the senate as a because his G.I. Bill would run out
whole. I thought the senate was at the end of the semester and
partial towards certain groups when therefore he had to obtain a paying
job to be able to stay in school.
it came to giving out money.''
Sen. · Ginger Kilborne, an
Sen. Celia Knight, a political
science major, said, "I'll be active engineering student, said she would
in ASUNM during the spring not be very active in ASUNM
semester until I graduate in May. I unless something she is interested in
want to continue my work in the comes up because she wants to
Speaker's Committee and I hope to pursue other interests. ''I was
disappointed with the senate. It was
be a senate assistant.''
more
political than I thought it
Sen. Les Marshall said, "I didn't

Les Marshall

Celia Knight

~

,- ~

Lobby Poll Included on Ballot

vacancies in fhe Senate. Currently
the constitution calls for a special
election to be held when the number
of vacancies in the senate reaches
three. The amendment would
enable the president to appoint the
runner-up candidates from the last
election to fill vacancies as they
occur.. After 10 senators are elected

Graduation, Disillusionment Cause
Retiring Senators To Step Down
By Ruth S. Intress

'

l

each semester, the eleventh, twelfth
and thirteenth runners-up would be
appqinted to the senate as any
vacancies occur.
This allows the losers of an
election a second crack at office
without voter approval. The
amendment would insure that
senate would have a full complement of members at all times.

$20,000 was financed by borrowing
funds from the University Business
Office.
"I don't think the business office
will lend to us anymore," said
Sander off.
Another advantage of leaving at
least 10 per cent out of the initial
budget, Sanderoff said, is that thiswould leave some funds over for
· the senate to allocate to minor
spe~ial-interest groups during the
year.
The ASUNM Student Opinion
Lobby Poll included on today's
ballot is a list of twelve issues or
areas of concern to the UNM
student. Voters are to indicate
whether they favor, oppose, don't
know or don't care about the
lobbying efforts of the Lobby
Committee in the State Legislature
on each of these issues.

The second amendment would
limit the amount of money in the
ASUNM budget to no more than 90
per cent of anticipated revenue
from the Student Activity Fee.
By guaranteeing that at least 10
would be." ·
Asked why they ran for senate, per cent of the money available for
the answers' ranged from an interest the ASUNM budget would not be
in student affairs to curiosity about allocated in the annual fall elecwhere the $300,000 goes thatsenate tions, proponents say, the
amendment would provide a hedge
controls.
Marshall said, "I was going to against deficits from previous years
pick up a check at the Student Aids and groups which overspend their
Office and it took me an entire day allocations.
This referendum is designed to
to get it. I was so angry I decided to
"We can go bankrupt just like. give the Lobby Committee an idea
do something about it, so I ran for any corporations," said Brian of what its priorities should be in
the senate. After I was elected we Sanderoff, ASUNM attorney , advocating in UNM's behalf in
Santa Fe.
(Continued on page 6) general. This year's deficit of about

Woman Speaks to Raise Funds for Trial
Yvonne Wa.nrow, a Colville
Indian convicted of murder in ·
Spokane, Wash., on May 13, 1973,
and free on $5 ;000 bail will speak in
the· SUB south ballroom, Friday,.
Nov. 19 at 7:30p.m.
Wanrow has travelled to various
speaking engagements to raise
money for legal expenses and public
support for her innocence. She has
been. successful in getting support
from eight defense committees in
the U.S. and one in the
Netherlands.
She has also testified before the
International Tribunal on Crimes
against Women in Brussels during
March.
Wanrow is now waiting for a
decision by the Washington State
Supreme Court in Olympia, Wash.
The case has been in review since
February.
.,The Washington State Court of
Appeals, Division III reversed the
May 13, .1973 court decision two
years after her sentencing. The
ruling ordered a new trial.
The primary disputes about the
original trial is the admission of a
tape recording as evidence against
her and allegations of prejudice

because she was an Indian and the
man she killed was white.
She was sentenced to two concurrent 20-year sentences, carrying
a minimum of five years, by Judge
De Cary Smith, Jr. on Aug. 8, 1973.
Wanrow and her friend, Shirley
Hooper, lived in the Hillyard area
of Spokane at the time of the
murder. Hillyard is one of the
toughest areas in Spokane. That
same month, because she wanted to
protect her children, she bought a
gun.
On August 11, 1972, Wanrow
left her children with Hooper and
went to a doctor's appointment.
While Wanrow was away, her 9year-old son and Hooper's 7-yearold daughter were allegedly Jured
by William Wesler into his house.
He then allegedly pulled a knife on
them.
The girl ran out the door but
Wanrow's son was caught by
Wesler and bruised before breaking
free.
Statements were taken from the
children by the police and the
mothers were told to come to the
station on Monday Aug. 131 1972 to
file a complaint.

At dawn the next day, Wanrow's
brother-in-law, Chuck Michel,
went to confront Wesler.
Michel returned with Wesler and
David Kelly, 26, a friend of
Wesler. Wesler denied the accusations made against him to the
two women.
According to court testimony,
Wanrow and Hooper screamed for
him to leave the house. Wanrow
was near the front door and when
she turned and found Wesler next
to her she· pulled a .25 caliber gun
from her waist and allegedly shot
him in the heart.
She then allegedly shot Kelly in
the arm while he ran from the
scene.
(Continued on page 6)

Correction
The party affiliaHon listed under
the name of James Thomas was
incorrect. He is on the USDA slate,
as was mentioned in his platfo,rm.
The party affiliation for Charles
Carroll was not under his name.
His affiliation is the How and Why,
as was stated in his platform.
The LOBO regrets these errors in
yesterday's paper.

-----
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Backs Secession from Canada

I

•

Levesqu·e Elected 1n Quebec
MONTREAL. (UP[)-Rene
Levesque, swept to power as
Premier-elect of the province of
Quebec despite his plans for
Quebec's secession from Canada,
insisted Tuesday he would move
ahead with plans for a referendum
on separation.
But in London, British government officials said a move by
Quebec to secede from Canada
might take years because it would
need an act of the British
Parliament and the process would
be so long and complicated.
And in Ottawa, Canadian Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau warned
that Levesque and his victorious
Parti Quebecois had received only
:•a mandate to govern the province

\

!

and not to separate from the rest of
Canada."
Still incomplete counting of the
vote in Monday's 31st Quebec
general election, gave the Frenchoriented Parti Quebecois 70 seats in
the 110-seat Provincial Assembly.
The PQ held only six seats after the
last election in 1973.
Liberal
Premier
Robert
Bourassa's party, which took 102
seats three years ago, was chopped
to 27 with II cabinet ministers
defeated, including Bourassa
himself. Smaller parties held the
remaining seats.
.
Levesque, in his first policy
statement since the vote, promised
his party would maintain good
relations with the rest of Canada,

but stressed it would be on "an
equal
to equal basis."
•ByJ.Jnited P~ll.lthl·ternational
"Quebec has tu.rned a page of its
history, to begin a new chapter," he
said.
The 54-year-old former jourMADRID, Spain - The Franco-appointed Cortes (Parliament)
nalist said he hoped to find "a new
opened debate Tuesday on a bill to abvlish itself and create a
type of partnership-better than
Western-style, elected parliament .as a major step in King Juan
the one we had.
Car)os' program for bringing democracy to Spain.
"We hope to have fresh and
Government sources said passage was virtually assured,
good relations with everyone," he
said, "Especially with our
Condemnf:,"~d
Canadian fellow citizens.''
But he said any changes under
SALT LAKE CITY - In an apparent unsuccessful suicide pact,
the PQ government would be
condemned killer Gary Gilmore and his fiancee Nicole Barrett took
carried
out with "a sense of peroverdoses of sleeping pills Tuesday, the day after he was thwarted in
spective."
his wish to die before a firing squad.
As for separation, Levesque
A hospital official said Gilmore was in serious condition but was
reiterated
his party's commitment
"going to live." The girl was listed as critical and unconscious.
to that goal, adding: "But this
country of Quebec will only come
::!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!:: when an ad u It society, confident of
§
§ itself, will have approved it with a

Spain Considers Democracy

Attempts To Die

Off.•c·•al ASU N M Ballot
vote T 0 d ay, N ovem b er 17 1976
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President Davis' Garage
Candidates For ASUNM Senate: (Vote for no more than Ten)
§_
=::::=====-

1.
2.
3.

=

::

========
__

-

=
§======_

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12
·

Eloy Chavez/USDA
Phil D. Hernandez/USDA
Marilyn Sullivan/USDA

13.
14.
15.

~~ad:esJ:~~bs/USDA

~~:

Jeff Wolf/USDA
Bob Fein
Joe Cicero/Progressive Party
P.M. Duffey-lngrassia/lndependent
Charles Carrol/ How and Why
Anna Durand/The Students' Voice
fi h /1 d
d
T
om IS er n epen ent

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24
·

Colleen Strohm/Progressive Party
Maggie Martin/USDA
John Gates

James Thomas Ill/USDA
Tom Williams/USDA
Janet Easley/USDA

==-

"ASUNM Student Lobby Poll"
Which of the following issues should the ASUNM Student Lobby Committee concentrate
-:
on in its lobbying efforts for UNM Students during the upcoming session of the New Mexico State Legislature?
No

Don't
Care

1. Increased State-funding of UNM
::; 2. 18 year old drinking
3. 19year old drinking
4. Consumer protection laws (insurance, Landlord-tenant relations, student
credit, etc.)
5. State funding of campus Child Day Care Centers
6. Decriminalization of Marijuana
7. Special State funding for improved counselling and tutoring services (including, but
but not only, minority emphasis)

=
=
§
~=--

- - -=~

Don't
Know

A new person was born when I
accepted Jesus. I found a new
outlook and direction for my life.
Before I was dissatisfied with circumstances around me. There was
no end point and I felt like I was
beating my head against the wall.
My married life was losing its appeal. Now all aspects of my life .
have been enriched; professionally,
socially, and my marriage has a
fantastic new dimension Through
Jesus our lives, which had been
separating, were brought back
together as one.

Parties. drew 34 and 18 per cent

~ ~f8ie;~'v:~e~u~a~~.
t~~~~:t tt:::~i
per cent that went to the Parti

§

Assistant Professor,
College of Medicine;
Research &ientist.

§ Quebecois, the only party pledged

1ea d Q ue bec".mto sovereignty.
§::: to Levesque
soft-pedalled ihe
§ separatism issue throughout the
=-- campaign on the pledge that he
§ would call a referendum within two
§ years before acting to separate. A
§ former war correspondent, he
~ waged much of his campaign
§ against what he termed Bourassa's
§ mismanagement of the economy,
§ plagued by strikes and over 10 per
§ cent unemployment.
§
But his victory was also aided by
§ the liberals' loss of their traditional
~ support among English-speaking
§ and ethnic voters who vowed
§ revenge on Bourassa for policies
§ promoting French in work and
§ education. Their vote was in§ fluential in 30 constituencies.

Patricia Palmer, RN

Jesus Christ has conquered
loneliness for me because of a continual awareness of his presence.
After seeking his forgiveness for
breaking God's laws I have been
released from a feeling of guilt.
Over the past 15 years he has
given me a sense of direction and
purpose that has affected all my
decisions. In Him I have peace and
joy.

A rcprcscntatfve or Rape Crisis will show a film
and discuss the reality o(rapc and methods ofprevcn·
lion Fri., Nov. 19at 1:30p.m. in the Honors Center.

9. Lower out-of-state tuition for foreign students
10. Amending sales tax law to exempt campus organizations

UNM Folksong Club sponsors open stage at Bison~
Tentative coffeehouse at 106A Cornell Wed., Nov, !1
from Gto 10 p.m. Call Tom P:moft at 255·9736.

Assistant Professor,
College of Nursing

Diane Tso-

•

Tom Engel
I have found how to experience a

8. Energy/resource legislation (severance taxes, environmental control, bring energy
research to UNM, etc.)

~:

,I

I
''

full meaningful life through Jesus
Christ. Before I met the Lord, I was
questioning his existence and
unable to know the fullness of love.
Then a fellow engineer shared his
faith in Jesus as the author of love.
Now after accepting Jesus as the
Son of the Living God, I am learning to enjoy a real friendship with
him.

Senior Engineering Student

Navajo Senior
Biology Student

Through Christ l found the power •
to love other people because of t
what he did on the cross. Before l •
accepted Jesus I was full of doubts
about my abilities to give of myself
and reach my ultimate goal of
becoming a doctor. Through a
friend l learned about God's love
and forgiveness. And the only way l
could experience this was by inviting him into my life. Because of
that invitation I can now establish
meaningful relationships, and the
resulting peace has given my life
purpose.

l
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Do you favor the following Constitutional Amendments?
Yes

No
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Polls Open 9:00am - 5:00 pm

Dli. Edward Reyes

=

Other

=

I

=
=

12. Uniform tuition rate for students at all state universities

=

\

In London, British officials
noted that Canada's constitution is
enshrined in the British North
= America Act, passed by the British
::: Parliament in 1867, which created
the Dominion of Canada. They said
=: it.almost certainly would take
§ another act of Parliament to change
it·and would require approval not
only of the Canadian government
but all other provinces.
A revived Union Nationale
Party, whose leader Gabriel Biron
was the first party leader declared
elected Monday, took 11 seats, a
gain of 10 from its standing at
dissolution. The Creditiste Party,
_ largely a rural populist group, took
§ - one seat and the last went to the
§ Parti National Populaire.
§
Virtually the only joy for the pro§ Canada Federalist for~es lay in the
§ popular vote. The Federalist
=-= Liberal and Union Nationale

§

Connie Davidson/The Students' Voice
K. Martin Berg/How and Why
Zach McReynolds/USDA
Ona Savage/The Students' Voice

Yes

~

:-~;

Polling Places
Student Union Building
•
Geology Building
Engineering
La Posada

These University
People Share
What They've Found

j

§

This is an official ASU NM Ballot for the Fall General Election. It is made available in the LOBO
for your convenience as a voter. When it is convenient, drop by one of the five voting locations,
present your Stu~ent ID,and drop this ballot in the box.

5
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and democratic majority in a
§§ clear
referendum, as we have promised."

I

=

l
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You can find a new life in Christ too!

CaD 293-2000
What you hear may chmage your life.
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Daily LOBO

Letters
Editorials
Opinions

Perspective

Perspective Continued

Editorial

Quiet and Vocal Candidates on Issues

LOBO E·ndorses

Editor:
Supporters of the Student's
Voice Party have been very vocal
about this semester's senate, other.
political parties, and the ASUNM
president.
But one area in which the
Student's Voice is barely audible is
in the area of issue.s. I have
followed the various campaigns
this election and have found the
only issue to which the Student's
Voice has addressed itself is in the
area of responsiveness to students-their sole solution being a
newsletter.
It seems the Student's Voice
Party is offering the students a
beautifully gift-wrapped box with
virtually nothing inside.
Furthermore, I would like to ask
former senators Angelo Barela and
Joe Samora (Student's Voice Campaign Manager) how they define
"responsiveness" in their letter of
Nov. 15? It seems to me that the
semester all three of us were on
senate, more than half the business
we dealt with was purely internal,
i.e., the impeachment of the vicepresident and the investigation of
lobby committee (of which Dave

The LOBO endorses the following candidates for ASUNM Senate:
Tom Williams
James Thomas
P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia
John Gates
Marilyn Sullivan
Maggie Martin
Along with the .senators, two constitutional amendments are on to day's
ballot. They deal with the establishment of a reserve fund of money which
may not be budgeted in the spring and the appointment of senators to fill
vacancies in the Senate.
The amendment which deals with a reserve fund will require that the
Senate not allocate more than 90 per cent of the estimated revenue for the
next school year.
Senate prepares a budget, subject to student voters' approval, each
spring for the allocation of money to groups during the next school year.
This amendment would require that less thai) 90 per cent of the expected
revenue for the next year be put on the budget so that the Senate will have
at least 10 per cent of its total money to use as an emergency fund.
We believe this is a good proposal. This money, in reserve, will allow the
Senate to handle its budgetary problems without going into debt.
Too often, under the present system without a reserve fund, the Senate
finds itself with no money to allocate to groups which are formed in the
middle of the school year. The practice of "borrowing" money cannot
. continue.
We fully support this amendment.
The second constitutional amendment deals with the power to fill any
vacancies occurring in the twenty·member Senate between elections. If
approved, this amendment would empower the ASUNM president to appoint the highest runner-up candidate from the previous electiqn to the
vacant position till the next scheduled election.
The present system for replacing senators calls for a special election to
fill vacant senate seats if more than three vacancies occur.
We oppose this amendment for several reasons.
Politics could often come into play. A senator contemplating resignation
might decide against it if the runner-up in the last election were of a party
the present senator did not favor. We would then have a senator who
would rather resign, but stays on to J?revent another party from raising its
numbers. This senator would remain in office but be unresponsive to
students and disinterested in Senate.
Students change with time and it is possible that the runner-up has
become disinterested in student government while other students who did
not run at all may become interested.
Since the Senate is primarily the vice president's responsibility, we find
it odd that this power would be given to the president.
We do not support this amendment.
In summary, we OPPOSE the appointment amendment and we SUPPORT the reserve fund amendment.
We urge all ASUNM members to take a few minutes today to vote for
ASUNM senators, vote on the amendments, and record your opinions,
concerning the questions which appear on the ballot survey.

DOONESBURY •

by Garry Trudeau
1/M..

P/a.L..

YeAH?
YeAH?

mnnu•n••l.l•m•m•uu•nnuurnmnmuunmumm••unu•nn•m••

One Name Above the Other 22
Editor:
Today, the students at UNM will
elect 10 senators to the ASUNM
Senate. I would like to take a
moment to reflect on this matter.
In the field o: 22 candidates, one
name outshines all the others: P.M.
Duffey-Ingrassia. There has never
been a person more involved and
in-tune with student needs campaigning for this position. In her
two previous terms in Senate, Duffey has led the way in representing
our vastly dissimilar student body.
Duffey does not have a reputation
of bowing to special-interest
organizations, but rather she
represents black, brown, red,
white, male, and female.
Duffey-Ingrassia is concerned!
She cares that women's athletics
are not funded equally to men's
athletics. She cares about faculty
tenure, dorm relations, and other
things that affect you, the student,
in a direct and personal way. Do
you care?
I feel that students need a strong
voice in their government. I feel
that, for too long, we have sat back

with no resistance to the omnipotent Regents. If you feel the
same way, then you must not
waste your vote. Today, you must
vote for the candidate who can~
and will, work to alleviate your
problems.

Editor:
The Student Union Basement
Games Club is proud to endorse the
United Students for Direct Action
and Tom Fisher. The USDA choice
is Tom Williams, Janet Easley, Phil
D. Hernandez, Maggie Martin, Jeff
Wolf, James Thomas Ill, Zach
McReynolds, Diane Jacobs and
Eloy Chavez.
Richard J. Gordon
President
Student Union Basement
Games Club

Greeks
Editor:
The Panhellenic Council and IFC
endorse: Maggie Martin, Jeff Wolf,
Judy Starns, Connie Davidson,
Tom Fisher, Anna Durand, Tom
Williams, Zach McReynolds, and
Robin Miller.
Robin Miller, Pan.
Gary Sandoval, IFC

Unsigned editorials reptesem 8
majl>tity opinion of the D'aily ·Lobo
Staff .. All other colur:nns, cartoons
and letters represent the opinion
of the author and do not necessarily
reflect. the views oT the staff,

Editor· in-Chic!
Susan Walton
Photo l:ditor ·.
Wendell T. Hunt

Managing Editor
· Teresa Coin
Arts & Media
Ken Walston

Illustration

Les P. Sternberg

Pres. Tobias Responds
To IFC Meeting Charge
Editor:
Concerning the Student's Voice party:
1) At the IFC-Panhellenic meeting referred to, I never mentioned
gender as a criterion for senate; in fact, the reference I rnade to age
was in argument against another person present who seemed to
think that age was a criterion. The letter also ignores the fact that I
actively urged the endorsement of two of the four Student's Voice
candidates. I did not question the qualifications of any of the members of the slate.
2) Yes, the senate this fall has had to deal "poor allocations of
funds" and "Film Committee improprieties"-the major cause of
which was a whopping $21,000 deficit left by the administration of
Alan Wilson-who also signed the letter noting such "improprieties." This fall's improprieties, if you've noticed in the
LOBO, am being cleaned up vigorously. Last year's were merely
dumped on this year's senate.
Neither last year's "improprieties" nor this year's "improprieties"
in any way involve any person now serving in senate.
Damon Tobias

Games Club

Board

I urge you to go out to a polling
station and vote for the candidate
who does not ride the waves, but
makes the waves. Vote for P.M.
Duffey-Ingrassia.

Groups Announce Endorsements

\

Editorial

Letters uruuun•m•••n••••un•nnumnn•n•un•m•••n•••~•••mmlluu•••mJ

Slumber Party

Italians

Editor:
The Slumber Party in the
tradition of free enterprise has
decided to endorse the HOW and
WHY candidates, K. Martin Berg
and Charles "Chip" Carroll for
ASUNM Senate.
We feel these people will bring
you the show you so rightly deserve. It should be noted that our endorsement may change after the
election since we also traditionally
endorse only the winners. Get out
there, sleepers, and vote ...for a
REAL change.
Kenneth Kietzke
Slumber Party Chief of Chaff

Editor:
After carefully reviewing the
positions of all the candidates, we
the Italian Community of UNM
would like to endorse Joe Cicero
and Colleen Strohm of the
Progressive Party for the ASUNM
Senate.
After seeing the indecisiveness
of the present senate, made up of
largely of USDA choices, I feel we
need a change now! I urge the
students to vote Progressive in
today's election.
Joseph Montanino
Italian American Club
of Albuquerque

Town Club
Jewish Students
Editor:
The Jewish Student UnionHillel endorses the entire USDA
slate.
Wendy Axelrod
President
News Editor
Joseph Donnt~IIY

Sports Editor
Tirn Gallagher

Asst. News Editor
David M. Flynn

Editor:
After listening to members of the
USDA slate and conducting a
question-and-answer period, we
find the USDA slate to be composed of students well-qualified to
run for ASUNM Senator positions.
We urge every student to vote.
UNM Town Club
Advertising Manager
Harry Chapman·
Copy Editor
Karen Moses

I
,,

Editor:
Because of the upcoming
AS UNM senatorial elections,
students should be made aware of
the qualifications of candidate P.M.
Duffey-Ingrassia. Former Senator
Duffey-Ingrassia's record in senate
illustrates the concern, dedication,
and persistence she applies in
dealing with important student
issues.
Having seen her on the senate
floor speaking directly to the issues
as well as relentlessly researching
issues, I strongly believe that Duffey-Ingrassia has been in the past,
and can be again, one of the best
senators ASUNM has ever had.
She has been criticized by some as
being too direct and emotional in
dealing with student problems.
However, it is this directness and
emotionalism which has brought
important issues to the fore which
otherwise would have been ignored
by senate and the regents. Besides,
she realizes that emotion and
honesty without research and
negotiation accomplish nothing.
She has never presented nor voted
on an issue in senate without fully
investigating it first. Her
emotionalism and directness are
always backed by plain hard facts.
Therefore, as a graduate student
and Albuquerque teacher concerned.about the quality of UNM, I
urge students to vote P.M. DuffeyIngrassia back into Senate.
Diana Garcia Stevens

Moran, another signer of the letter,
was a member).
We also faced a $15,000 deficit
that semester. This semester
senate has moved away from such
self-defeating internal struggles
and focused its attention on the

Representing
Editor:
As state senator, my obligation is
to the people. The students at this
University helped me to be elected
and I owe them a lot. In the past
I've worked hard for university
students and I will continue to do
so in the future.
With ASUNM Senate elections
here, I advise you to pick strong
representation. The members of
the Progressive Party, Joe Cicero
and Colleen Strohm, have proven
to me that they are aware of the
issues and I feel they would work
hard for the students.
Joe, especially, feels comfortable
with the legislature in Santa Fe and,
I feel, would be effective in bringing
about reform of the drinking laws,
the decriminalization of marijuana
and other issues directly affecting
students.
Reflecting the University to the
Albuquerque community in a
positive way is another important
part of student government. I
believe Joe and Colleen will do this
in a way, in which we'll all be proud.
Whatever choices you make,
please be sure to vote.
Tom Rutherford

students. Polls have been taken to
see where the students stand on
such issues as marijuana, and the
speakers and film programs. The
senate is also presently working on
a state-wide Muscular Dystrophy
fund-raising drive.
And despite having to deal with a
deficit incurred by last year's administration (which was headed by
yet another signer of the letter,
Alan Wilson), I feel this present
senate is a definite improvement
over senates of the past.
Finally, it would appear that the
Student's Voice Party emphasizes
what is wrong with ASUNM (or at
least, what they perceive as being
wrong) rather than offeri g
solutions and thereby serving the
students~
On Wednesday the 17th,
examine the issues and vote your
mind as to whom is best qualified
to serve you.
Ellen Greenblatt

Speak Up
Editor:
Today, the student body will
again elect student senators. This
year, I believe ASUNM needs the
type of independent voice which
Joe Cicero can provide.
As Hokona Dorm President and
through his involvement with the
UNM Chapter of NORML, I have
seen his dedication and willingness
to speak up for what he believes in.
I urge you to vote for Joe Cicero
in to day's ASUNM election.
Louis Tempkin

Face Reality, Finances
Editor:
As a member of the ASUNM
Senate' d uri n g the current
semester, I have become aware of
the problems facing the students of
this University. These problems
range from major to minor, simple
to complicated, and most require a
great deal of consideration and
evaluation before workable
solutions can be found.
Many of the candidates seeking
office in this election have expressed concern about the time
Senate spends working with the
allocation of ASUNM funds.
The reality of a $340,000 budget
and the needs of 20,000 students
leaves Senate with no alternative
but to expend considerable time
dealing with financial matters. The
belief that we can ignore this
responsibility is simplistic and
foolish.

See A Different Part
Of The World

Peace Corps*Vista
Use Your Degree
In An Imaginative
Way, Helping Others
To Help Themselves,
It's Challenge,
Adventure,
Experience,

Two incumbent Senators, Tom
Williams and James Thomas Ill, as
well as the Student's Voice candidates Connie Davidson, Dna
Savage, Anna Durand and Marilyn
Sullivan have the experience,
knowledge and responsibility to
cope effectively with this and other
problems facing the students of
UNM.
There is also an extremely important constitutional amendment
on the ballot today. This amendment creates a budget limitation for
the ASUNM Senate. It deserves
your consideration.
Voting is a responsibility. If you
don't vote, don't bitch. You can't
expect a responsible senate if you
don't exercise your responsibility
by voting. Vote today!
David 1. Rupp
Senator, ASUNM

Candidates Stand Out
Editor:
Today is election day at UNM
and we must decide who will best
represent us in the Student Government.

Davidson. These students, we feel,
will represent the ASUNM Student
body in the mature responsible
manner we desire.
Remember, if you can forget the
massive deficits incurred by the
Film Committee and the Speakers
Committee last year? The continuing deficit in the Speakers
Committee this year? We know it's
old hat but the problems are still
with us. We feel it is the direct
responsibility of the student governing body to monitor spending activities and to prevent improprieties
like this from happening.

After talking with several candidates, four stand out in our minds-Dna Savage, Anna Durand,
Marilyn Sullivan, and Connie

First Hand
Editor:
It's ASUNM election time again,
and many students are being asked
to vote for Senate candidates they
don't really know. We would like to
share our first-hand knowledge of
four candidates-the Students'
Voice Party.

It is apparent we need more
mature and responsible people on
the Student Senate NO WI
Marilyn Sullivan, Ona Savage,
Anna Durand, and Connie Davidson can represent us in this manner.

Having met Dna, Connie, Anna
and Marilyn through speech
classes, we are very impressed with
their willingness to listen to others
and then act on our concerns. We
feel these candidates will offer an
open, responsible and mature approach to Senate and· urge
everyone to vote Students' Voice
today.

Today, we will decide-let's
exercise our Student Voice in
government.
Rick Anaya
Hak K. Chang
Olga Ricardo

Scarce Star

Norman Todd
Daniel Wiest

Editor:
Political rock stars are scarce in
the '70's. Mediocrity is the norm.
Courage of convictions, if it exists
at all deep in the hearts of our candidates, is disguised from the eyes
of a jaded electorate.

Disappointed
Editor:
I am very disappointed with the
endorsements the LOBO printed in
yesterday's edition. Three of the
candidates were incumbents or former senators. Isn't it time for a
change? The Senate this year has
proven itself to be nonrepresentative and I feel the majority of
students are dissatisfied.
After reading the statements, I
have decided my choices are
Colleen Strohm and Joe Cicero of
the Progressive Party and Phil Hernandez, USDA. Let's get some
new blood in the Senate; someone
committed to working for change.
On second thought, I shouldn't
be too surprised about the LOBO
endorsements-! seem to remember a straight Republican choice
Nov. 2. Let's hope students, again,
have more sense than to follow the
LOBO's mistakes.
Jennifer Cook

(Editor's Note: Cook's memory
is not quite right. The party of the
candidates for the Nov. 2 election
was not a point considered by the
LOBO in determining endorsements. In looking at the Nov.
2 issue we discovered the LOBO endorsed five Republicans and jour
Democrats.)

Happily, at the university level,
politics can rise above the
meaninglessness of the national
political limbo. Politicians deal with
an intelligent electorate not yet
crushed by external realities.
Heroism becomes possible. It is unfortunate that it does not tend to
also become prevalent. One of the
few cases of heroic public service
presents itself to us in the candidacy of P.M. Duffey-Ingrassia for
ASUNM Senate.
Duffey
has
consistently
represented unfrightened honesty
in government. She spoke for
radicals before radicals were chic.
She represented dormitory residents when no one else was concerned. Her open stands on forbidding issues' are well known.
She has been spectacular. But
this quality, delightful as it is, fades
in importance when compared with
her dedicated record of public service. I'm proud to endorse the candidacy of P.M. Duffey-lngrassia-a
person with a strong sense of civic
responsibility and very nice legs.
June Edmondson

AS UNM Speakers Committee
presents
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On Campus
Today & Tomorrow
Interviewing Seniors/Grads
In The Placement Office:
Mesa Vista Hall

.John King Fairbank
Noted Expert on China
Author oi"China Perceived" and many others.
"Nobody in the west has doria more to clear up the
mystery of China than Professor Fairbank."

Topic:Chinaandthe USTodav . .

Nov.IS Sp.m.

Woodward Hall UNM

Tickets at SUB Box Office and
at door night of lecture

Admission $1.50 General Public
$.75 UNM Students

Also: Buckminster Fuller
.. Poet of the Technolggiqti.J\ge"
December 7

8 p.m.

PopeJOY traU

Tickets at SUB Box Office and
Albuqueruqe Ticket Agency in Coronado

Information Table: Student Union
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Says NMP/RG Attorney

Court Supports CIA

State Energy Studies· Lacking

WASHINGTON (UPI)-A &ubject to the law's disclosure
federal appeals court ruled Tuesday requirements because another law
that the CIA is subject to the requires the CIA director to protect
Freedom of Information Act and ·intelligence sources and methods.
The · case arose when reporter
justify publicly its refusal to
By Lynda Sparber
Harriet
A. Phillippi asked the CIA
disclose whether it had contacts
Last week's Legislative Energy Committee meetings
to
turn·
over documents related to
with U.S. reporters regarding the
on energy policy for the state presented proposals
alleged CIA contacts with reporGlomar Explorer Project,
"probably done after an inadequate study,' said an
ters.
She cited the law and said it
In
a
2-1
unsigned
decision,
the
attorney for the New Mexico Public Interest Research r
,
Group (NMPIRG).
U.S. Court of Appeals for requires the CIA to turn. over the
Washington said the CIA must records unless they fall nnder a
Attorney Denise Fort said that after listening to
proposals and recommendations from its staff, the
"submit a public justification, specific exemption.
which is as detailed as is possible,
committee did not appear to have made any decisions.
The meetings were held by the Legislative Energy
for refusing to confirm or deny the
Committee to decide on its position on utility rates and
existence of the requested records.''
taxing energy-extracting industries.
It said the CIA still might block
disclosure of contacts, if any, with
She said that after listening to the tone of the
reporters on national security
proposals, "It is apparent from the meetings that only 1
Hooper called the police but was
grounds, but must justify doing so too upset to talk. Wanrow took the
with a great deal of citizen interest and awareness ... are
with more than the two secret phone and began telling what had
we going to defeat the private interests."
affidavits,
which are not part of the
NMPlRG's concern with the meetings focused on
happened in a calm voice.
court
record
available to the public.
the group's own lobby priority: the taxing of energyTestimony of Wanrow says that she
The dissenting judge, George S.
extracting industries to balance the costs imposed on
was not informed of her rights by
McKinnon, said the CIA is not the police or told that the conthe state and the revenues received.
Fort said the taxing issue affects three main issues:
versation was being taped.
-Boom towns which develop cannot afford to pay
given blanket authority to choose any rate-reform
The Spokane public defender had
for themselves, especially since many of the comsubmitted a guilty plea for Wanrow
ideas.
munities are not even incorporated;
but one month later November 1972
The third proposal was "squashed" immediately,
-The responsibilities for effects of mining and
Fort said, but the other two remain possibilities.
worked out a staggered-hour a private attorney, Eugene Anis
mnling on the environment are not clearly established
The idea of charging consumers for plants not even system for check pick-ups with the took the case because it was
and
built yet is disallowed by the Federal Power Com- Financial Aids Office."
·"challenging." Anis convinced the
-The state is losing irreplaceable resources ..
mission on the interstate level because of complaints
Benavidez said, "I ran on the court to accept a plea of not guilty.
The proposals prepared by one of the staff members
from consurner groups, but is allowed on a state level. · Student Veterans ticket to get more
The trial began May 7, 1973, the
suggested investigating possibilities for low-income tax
The committee also recommended the tax on money for the 2500 student day after the de-occupation of
cuts on utility bills, allowing companies to st,art
uranium be raised to between 15 and 25 per cent and veterans on campus. I thought we Wounded Knee, which Wanrow
charging consumers for power plants while they are
the tax on steam coal be raised to between 14 and 26
needed a voice in student gover- said was prejudicial to her case.
being built and a management study which would
because anti-Indian sentiment was
per cent. The current tax on uranium tax on uranium nment.''
.
agitated
at that time.
make recommendations to the governor who would be
at present is one and three-fourths per cent.
Many of the retiring senators felt
Anis tried unsuccessfully to keep
they had achieved the goals they
had set for themselves during their the tape of Wanrow out of court
but Judge Smith ruled the tape
term in the senate.
·p·------~-,
Marshall said his greatest admissible.
The prosecution argued the voice
achievements were the Censure Act
*'! HANDSTITCH CO-OP
on
the tape was calm and collected,
(which bans a senator from voting
the
voice of a murderess. The tape
if he/she misses three or more
3rd Anniversary Sale
was
played in the jury room at the
meetings) and the Succession Act
~
Nov. 15- 20
request
of the jurors while they
BRING THIS COUPON
Black students majoring in the engineering and
(which insures a twenty-member
FOR ZOllO Off •
sciencesareaore invited to amcctingThucs., Nov. IB
reached their verdict. The jurors
senate at all times).
LAST THREE DAYS
at 6:30 p,m. in Rm. 145 of the Farris Engineering
had requested the tapes three times
The seven retiring senators that
~ UNM Press Annual Christmas 1 orrmat :::::~~~n~~~:::cdl:e:;othta•&cr•rt•
and the fourth request was granted
are
not
running
for
re-election
are:
1 Mon-·Sllt 2000 Central SE
BQQK SALE
White House Fellowships: open eompethion rortme
by Judge Smith, Jr. About 45
Rolando Benavidez, George
Ill! ~,;.w-s
across from UNM
247·4498 "
year work assignments with executive bran\:h oCfidals
minutes
after hearing the tape, the
220 Journall'sm Bul'ldl'ng
Coston,
Steve
Ivins,
Ginger
I( .,...i!,:;-:=;==;;;:;;:=;:::;;;==:;::===::!)C)I" in Wa$hington, D.C. Applicants must be 23-J•, by
jury handed down a verdict of
Sale Ends Friday
Sept. 1977 and US ~ilizens. Application deadline i~
Kilborne, Celia Knight, Rick Lopez
~.si . .lllfi~~'MI~Jtlf!~·
Nov. IS. Contact Lynzee at 27744(;7.
guilty.
and Les Marshall.
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Monday, Nov. 15- Friday, Nov. 19

•
Room 220 Journalism Bldg. IN.W. Come• Vale at Cennal}
•
8:00a.m.
We will be open through 11-le noon hour during the sale. Al_l books listed are new, perfect copies. We also have a wide assortment of other titles,
some slightly shopworn. at sale prices while stocks last. All paperbacks $2.00, $1,00, or less. Cash Only No Phone Orders.

To be sold together
The Art of Raymond Jonson, Painter by

. Ed Garman. "Brilliantly. organized to pre·
sent an extraordinary evocation of Jonson's life, his philosophy, and his work. A
rare and reverent book about a rare and
reverent artist." - Elaine de Kooning. Over
70 illustrations. Reg. $15
Nordfefdt the Painter by Van Deren
Coke. An account of the painter's
chronological development, a critical study
of his work, and an examination of his
pl~ce in American art. 87 illustrations, 17 in
color. Reg. $12
Sale price for the art duo $15

EluTSTANBING SPEEIALlS
Education and the American Indian:
The Road to Self-Determination,

1928-1973 by Margaret Szasz. "Szasz has
written a well researched and informative
book about American Indian education. It
should become a standard work." -Journal
of Ethnic Studies. 272 pages, illustrated.
Reg. $10
Sale Price $6
The Great Taos Bank Robbery, And
Other Indian Country Affairs by Ton~

Hillerman. "This collection is the essence
of Hillerman. which is always instructive
fun." -Alice Bullock.
Reg. $5.95
Sale Price $3
Indian Silver: Navajo and Pueblo
Jewelers by Margery Bedinger. "Miss

Bedinger has undoubtedly written a book
that will become the definitive, singlevolume reference for the history o{jewelry
and metal working of the Indians ot the
American southwest."- Gems and Minerals.
Safe Price $9
Reg. $15 cloth
Mirror Image: The Influence of the
Daguerreotype on American Society by

Richard Rudisill. "Jam-packed with
specific references to daguerreian usage ·
and attitudes of mid-19th Century America,
Mirror Image appreciably expands our
understanding of what daguerreotype
meant to the first people whose lives it
touched." -Photographic Antiques &
Literature. 276 pages of text, 202 illustrations.
Reg, $30
Sale Price $10

to 5:00p.m.

wESTERN INTEREST

EiRE-AT 11-ARGANS

D. H. Lawrence in Taos by Joseph

The Columbus Dynasty in the Caribbean, 1492-1526 by Troy S. Floyd.

Foster. "One of the pleasant surprises of
the season, an invaluable memoir illustrated with some rare photos."
-Publishers Weekly. 344 pages, bibliography.
Reg. $8.95
Sale Price$4
General Pope and U.S. Indian Policy by

"Floyd's work is a well-written and illuminating account of the establishment of
Spanish civilization in the Caribbean."
Choice. 294 pages, extensive bibliograpy.
Reg. $72
Sale Price $6
Fernando Cortes and the Marquesado
in Morefos, 1522-1541 by G. Micheal

Richard N. Ellis. "Few military men had
greater responsibilities for Indian affairs in
the crucial post-Civil War years than did
(General Pope). Yet more spectacular
subordinates won fame and remembrance .
. . . Now, fortunately, Professor Ellis has
thoroughly investigated his work."
Montana Western History. 287 pages.
Reg. $70
Sale Price $2

Fiiiey. "Riley has produced a detailed case
study that both increases knowledge about
Cortes and, more importantly, provides
valuable detail into the management and
adaptation of early colonial estate to
changing demographic and economic conditions." -Choice. 168 pages.
Reg. $10
Sale Price$3

The Great Salt Lake by Dale L. Morgan.
Motgan's "garb of impersonality, no less
than his historical thoroughness and his
lively writing, make this a book for the
ages." Ray Allen Billington. 464 pages.
Reg. $12 cloth
Sale Price $6

The Harrowing of Hell: Dachau by MarcusJ. Smith. The story of how a handful of
inexperienced young officers managed to·
maintain life and stability in the camp (after
its liberation from the Nazis) is freshly worthwhile, even 28 years later, and Dr. Smith
has a natural talent for telling it."

The Old Ones of New Mexico by Robert
Coles. Photographs by Alex Harris. "The
book provides a powerful reminder of what
is lost by the neglect of our white American
culture where old age is perceived as a
threat and old people disposed of as unproductive waste." The New Republic.
Sale Price $5
Reg. $7.95
The Religious Architecture of New
Mexico: In the . Colonial Period and
Since the American Occupation by

St. Louis Post-'Dispatch.
Reg. $6.95

Sale Price $3

In Search of the Maya: The First Archaeologists by Robert L. Brunhouse. "A

well-researched narrative, concerned mainly with the personalities of eight pioneering
explorers of the Mayan ruins in Yucatan
and Honduras." ·Science News.
Reg. $7.95
Sale Price $4.

By Bill Wooten
An
environmentalist
told
members of Citizens Against
Nuclear Threat (CANT), a newly
organized group concerned with the
introduction of the nuclear industry
in New Mexico, that the government is proposing nuclear power
without the public support of the
people.
Sally Rogers of the Central
Clearinghouse in Santa Fe was the
principal speaker of CANT's first
meeting OIJ Thursday, Nov. 11 and
told the group that educating the
public on nuclear energy was the
best way to prevent the government
from making it the precedent of
future energy needs.
"We must get the government to
educate the people to what they're
bringing in," she said. ''The
government is morally responsible
for this. They have given New
Mexico the reputation of wanting
whatever nuclear oart the government will give us. Policy decisions

Liberals, Reformers, and Caciques in
Restoration Spain, 1875-1909 by Robert

George Kubler. "This revival of Professor
Kubler's book is of the first importance on
several counts .... its treatment of its subject ... its beautiful inferences ... its textual and graphic excellences." -Paul
Horgan. 259 pages 75 photographs.
Reg. $15
Sale Price$7.50

W. Kern. Spain's transformation into a
semimodern nation was accomplished in
part by the leadership of the caciques rural
political bosses of enormous power. '
Reg. $70
Sale Price $4

The World of the Burglar: Five Criminal
Lives edited by Pedro R. David. "Not a dry

A Plain and Easy Introduction to the
Harpsichord by Ruth Nurmi. "Really a

chart of statistics but a scarily alive narration by representative youthful exconvicts
as to how they and hundreds of their
underworld kin operate, and why." -New

great book-full of practical information
but also getting into details of technique ...
(Covers) a wide spectrum of topics that
formerly required referehce to several
books."-Choice. 248 pages.
Reg. $70
Sale Price $5

Mexico Magazine.
Reg. $10 cloth

Sale Price $5

CAUTION

RADIOACTIVE
MATERIALS
are made with no attempt to
educate the people," she said.
The best way to get this
. education, Rogers said, is through a
nuclear debate. A representative of
the nuclear industry would debate
an anti-nuclear proponent, getting
the issue out into the open and
under question, she said.
But
until
these
debates
materialize, Rogers advocated the

The UNM Gerontology Center
has been given a grant of $120,000
by the Administration on Aging in
Washington to make an accessment
of the needs of elderly Indians
living in New Mexico's 19 pueblos.
The most effective way of
providing medical, transportation
and legal services to elderly Indians
will be studied, said Jean Rogers,
director of the gerontology center.

National

Chican~

Health Organization is offering

scholarships for the spring semc~tcr of 1977 to Interested Health Science students. Applicmions may be
picked up at the NCHOorfice in Chicano Sludic.s.
McPieval singing, d11ncing, and entertainment will
be presented by the Society for Creative Anachronism
on Fri., Nov. 19in Rm.2SOB,C.
Campus observatory is open Thurs •• Nov. I 8 from
H to 10 p.m. Observal<lry is north of imcrscction at
l<l1nas and Yale.

Rogers said the problems should
be solved in a way which is compatible with the Indian culture. One
example she said was that many

Acclaimed Critic
To Lecture On
Brazilian Works
Prof. Afranio Coutinho, highly
acclaimed critic and literary
historian of Brazil, will present a
lecture on contemporary Barzilian
literature on Friday, Nov. 19, at
4:00p.m. in the third floor Reading
Room of Ortega Hall. The lecture
will be conducted in Portuguese
and will be followed by an in ormal
discussion session. A Literatura no
Brasil and lntroducao a Literatura
no Brasil,
two of Coutinho's
critical works, are well-recognized,
definitive studies on trends in
Brazilian literature from the
colonial to modern period and have
contributed greatly to his fame.

SAVE

Gellman. "An excellent case study of how
the United States was able to maintain and
strengthen its political and economic control over Cuba while seeming to relinquish
it." -Hispanic American Historical Review.
311 pages.
Reg. $72
Sale Price $5

On Genuine
Levi's Garments
During Our Big

Sword and Pen: A Survey of the
Writings of Sir Winston Churchill by

Casey Optical Co.
(Next door to C11sey Rexa/ Drug)

Lomu at Wa•hlngton 2fi5.a329
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Interested in a Part-Time Job?
15 to 20 hours a week average
Possible career and Sales Experience

Contact Northwestern Mutual Life
Phil Franczyl<, CLU
292-2830
We have 5 openings available.

Elect Today
Student's Voice

Anna Durand No.ll

Manfred Weidhorn. "By studying the
large body of literature Churchill produced, Weidhorn has done a fine job of
tracing the workings of Churchill's
mind during a long career in which he
was never far from the center of the
world- ·stage." -Library Journal. 277
pages ..
Reg. $9.50
Sale Price $5

Now$10.99

The Writer on His Own. by David

During this Sale Only

After the Storm: Landmarks of the
Modern Mexican Novel
Cuban Revolution: A ResearchStudy Guide, 195g..1969
Frontier Army Sketches
The Life and Death of John Henry
Tunstall
The Mexican Inquisition of the
Sixteenth Century
Politics and Society in Mexico

The budget breakdown for the
project has not yet been determined, but most of the money will
go for the hiring of translators,
interviewers and tribal liaisons, she
said.

at reas·onable cost -

"The goal is to stabalize energy
use," she said, "for energy on this
planet is limited no matter what the
source. The need now is to adapt to
a different, less energy-consuming
lifestyle."

Sale

ney. "Ranney's 76 black·and-white plates
offer a brief but successful visual introduction to Maya architecture and sculpture ...
Students and travelers alike should find the
photos useful and enjoyable" -Library Journal. 119 pages.
Reg. $9.85
Sale Price $5

Sl PEei-Ab5i

Indians' traditional source of
medical care is the medicine man.
The gerontology center will attempt
to have the traditional source refer
the more serious medical problems
of the elderly Indians to the nearest
health center.

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses

should be stopped until the
situation is well-in-hand in terms of
public safety.
Rogers emphasized that the most
important energy resource is not in
wasting what is left but in increasing energy efficiency.

Pre·-Holiday

Stonework of the Maya by Edward Ran-

EIHE ElBI.ll.l-1\R

necessity of citizens contacting their
The issue also raises a political
state representatives and senators to question, Rogers said, for if a site is
let them know how the populace found, it would trigger the comfeels. "Constituency pressure can mercial development of the nuclear
balance lobbyist dollars," she· said. industry in the state.
"lf enough people oppose the
"There is no objective, disinproposals of the government, it will terested unit looking critically at the
slow down the promotion of the Sandia project," she said. "There
proposals."
is no give and take over safety
The problem of nuclear waste questions. There is no place in the
disposal is a pressing one in the state government looking critically
state. With the selection of at the nuclear question alt)lough a
Carlsbad as a site of a pilot waste board, with a senator from
disposal program, Rogers said New Carlsbad sitting on it, is supposed
Mexico could become a nuclear to oversee it," she said.
waste garbage can.
Besides, Rogers said, nobody
"If the site is found to be knows how much authority the
suitable, it will be used to store state would have over the industry
high-level military wastes. These once it gets in. It's never been tried.
wastes are heat~ producing and have
The absence of any official state
to be· permanently sealed to keep policy, she said, means the citizens
the heat and their biological toxicity are going to have to let their elected
from the environment." She sald representatives know how they feel
the proponents of the program still . and bring the debate to the
are divided over whether the forefront. She added that although
disposals would be permanent or she was not against nuclear power,
retrievable.
the development of nuclear energy

U. Grant Studies Aged Indians' Needs

Roosevelt and Batista: Good Neighbor
Diplomacy in Cuba, 1933-1945by Irwin F.

Greenhood. "The author invites readers to ·
ponder many of his ideas and notes
throughout the book. I've done this on
countless occasions and found the pondering helpful and inspiring.''- Writer's Digest.
Reg. $7 cloth
Sale Price $3.50

-

Govt., Public Con·flict over Nuclear Po\Ner

Bldg.

Race, Marriage, and the Law by Robert
J. Sickels. A history of the legal status of
interracial marriage in America, this book is
built around the case of Loving v. Virginia,
_in which the Supreme Court ruled that laws
against interracial marriage violate the
Fourteenth Amendment at the Constitu
tion. 177 pages.
Reg. 6.95
Sale price $3
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First Majority - Lust Minority,
The Transforming of Rural Life in
America/by
John
L.
Shover/ Northern Illinois
University Press/338 pp.; i/lustr.

agri-business today.
From the forward: "Minority
First Majority - Last Minority History, once a euphemism
deals with the farm population of disguising unpleasant or intractable
the United States from the turn of social realities, has come in our
the century down to the present time to be viewed as a source of
day, This is one volume in the American vitality and selfBook Review by J .C. Ogilvie
Minorities in American History illumination. In ari, era ~hen
A tome, a text, a term paper? Series that encompasses a whole American society has been unThis 338-page book is crammed range of group experiences. Each is dergoing a vast realignment of its
with figures not only of population intended to luminate brightly a human resources, institutions and
shifts but also of production, acres, critical event, movement, tradition habits of mind, Americans are
more prone than ever to see that the
export tons and sheer giantism of or dilemma.
experiences of ethnic, regional,
social, economic, occupational,
political, religious, intellectual and
other well-defined groups have
spotlighted and personalized
strategic problems in the American
past."

Theater Review by Alan Dumas
There are, I suppose, people who
watched Jesus Christ Superstar
twelve times, who thqught Godspel/
was the best play they have ever
seen, and who enjoy listening to
Richard Harris reading Kahil
Gibran. There are people who
believe that if you repeat something
often
enough
it
becomes
significant, when something is
tedious it is profound and if you
turn up your stereo loud enough
you can turn a dull party into a
counter-culture happening. For
these people I heartily recommend
Dr. Faustus Lights the Lights.

By Miguel Gandert

In spite of the impending shadow of doom hanging over the film committee and the skeletons that are being dragged out of the closet, one good
point remains-the films will grind on.
Starting the week tonight, the SUB Theatre will show Olympia, Part 2.
This film is a documentary film about the 1936 Olympics in Berlin. The
film, which is probably the best documentary on sports ever made; was
directed by Leni (Triumph of the Will) Riefenstahl. She directed the huge
camera crew which shot over a million feet of film. Olympia, Part 2 includes the gymnastic events, aquatic events, sailing and rowing, equestrian
events, bicycling and decathlon events. This film is not truly a documentary because most of the shots were chosen for their beauty. A truly incredible film.
On Thursday night the SUB Theatre will show Alain Resnais' film La
Guerre est Finie. Yves Mont and plays an anguished revolutionary living in
exile from Franco inFrance. Although he still continues his revolutionary
activities in exile, he is scorned by younger activists. He realizes that he
must return to Spain in order to restore meaning to his life. This film is
about a man who is haunted by his revolutionary past and scared of his
future as he tries to find purpose in his life.
Rounding out the week on Friday and Saturday nights, the SUB Theatre
will show Andy Warhol's Dracula. This remake of the Transylvanian
classic is directed by Paul Morrissey, the man who has directed most of
Warhol's films. It was filmed in Italy, very lavishly, and stars Warhol
superstar Joe Dallesandro who plays the hero gardener. This X-rated
classic is about a dracula who craves blood of virgins who are in short supply in 1930's Italy. There is plenty of sex, camp and blood in this remake
of the Transylvanian classic.
As always, films at the SUB Theatre are only $1, which is about a penny
a minute. All showings are at 7 and 9:15p.m.
Also of interest to film connoisseurs is on Sunday, Nov. 21; the Rodey
Theatre Film Festival will present French novelist and poet Alain Robbe
Grillet's film Trans-Europe Express. This film is by the author of Alain
Resnais' film classic Last Year at Marien bad. It is his first effort at directing. The film will be shown Sunday night at Rodey Theatre in the Fine Arts Center. Admission is $1 at the door. Happy viewing.

To make a case in point, John
Shover writes in detail about family
farms in both Iowa and Michigan
circa 1945. This reviewer who had a
family farm in Michigan in the
1950s, feels that the book leaves
something to be desired in this
section ... apparently Shover did not
operate a family farm in this
period.

All through the book are
priceless old photographs of such
items as a 1917 Fordson tractor,
from the Smithsonian Institution
collection, as well as aerial views of
family farms such as are under
discussion. In the agri-business
section are P.hotographs of the huge
machinery that today makes farming a commercial business rather
than an individual family
operation.
Nostalgically, in the middle of
the agri-business section is a
photograph of a meat m·arket in
Duluth, Minn., in the 1870s, where
fish and game from the waters and
woods of Minnesota were
specialties.

First Majority - Last Minority
contains an extensive bibliography
and detailed index. Author John·
Shover is well equipped to write this
particular volume. His academic
career, which has taken him from
his native Ohio to Indiana,
California, and finally Pennsylvania, has included wide travel
and lectureships in American
history in India, Pakistan and the
Soviet Union.

The University of Albuquerque
has resurrected their production of
this piece as their offering for the
American College Theatre Festival.
It was a big hit for the U of A last
year, and director Jim Morley
apparently feels the production can
make it all the way to the finals in
Washington (the-re is an announcement to this effect on the
back of the program). Just why
anyone would enjoy this play is
beyond me. It is undoubtedly the
most amateurish production of a
bad play I have ever seen in
Albuquerque. The only explanation
I can come up with for its acclaim is

growth as printers became sensitive
to mass demands for affordable
news; radio and motion pictures
providing avenues of escape for a
Depression-racked populace; and
television's rise to prominence in
response to the global dimensions
of news reporting and American
business. Sobel writes clearly and
well, and deals with names, places
and events without becoming
repetitious or losing relevancy to
the central thesis.
The Manipulators is a history,
and as any good history must, it
deals well with personalities; for w.e
must remember that the media is
simply an instrument subject to the
whims and. abuses of the personalities and ideas that control
them, They're all here: Joseph
Pulitzer and his emphasis on
competent professionalism,
achieved by raiding the brightest ·
and best from rival papers; William
Randolph Hearst, who would stop
at nothing to attract readers, often
at the expense of the truth; and, of
course, the radio and television
personalities we've all come to

the fact that U of A has tapped the
Bernie Thomas-Little Theatre
crowd.
Gertrude ·Stein
has
her
limitations. Her experiments with
language were often intriguing, but
were just as often dull and
pretentious. Her interpretation of
Faustus shows her at her worst repeating idiotic lines supposedly
charming in their simplicity over
and over until you want to curse on
her grave.
The U of A production is as weak
as the play. There is a lot of music
(composed by Michael Jones) and
most of it is very good. But the

know, like Murrow, Cronkite,
Severeid and Smith. Most will be
surprised to learn that many of
these men did not envision careers
in journalism at all, but were forced
into positions of prominence by
time and circumstances (so take
heart, all you non-journalism
broadcast enthusiasts).
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Vote Wednesday Nov.17
forASUNM Senate
Tom Williams(#23) [Incumbent) Diane Jacobs (#5)
JamesThomaslll (#22)
Eloy Chavez (#1)
(Incumbent) Jeff WoH (#6)
Phil Herrandez (#2)
Maggie Martin (#14)

Janet Easley (#24)
Zach McReynolds (#19)

"We'll do more than just spend your money"

I
top selling
import"

Save $4.00 on 1st Pair
Save $5.00 on 2nd Pair

men's

Lisa Brannan can sing, and might
be able to act, but she is stuck in the
most vacuous and irritating role in
the play (and that's saying a lot).

There is lots of rock-and-roll-type
dancing and all of it is so embarrassingly bad it would shame
David Cassidy.
The worst part of all is the fact
that this play is a revival, and many
of the actors were in last year's
production. If it is Morley's job to
train actors, keeping them in a play
this pointless and undemanding
while assur\ng them they are all
good enough to enter national
competition is absolutely unforgivable.

The

Ameri~a·s

•••••••••••••••••••••••

actors simply cannot sing. Faustus
and Mephisto cannot hit a single
note, and their voices are (mercifully) inaudible most of the time.
It seems incredible that Morley
would cast non-singers in major
singing roles, especially since
neither gentleman shows a particular flair for characterization.

Now. .

better bargain,

lobo

~·

Criticisms of Sobel's work are
few. Perhaps the title should be
changed to The Persuaders, for
what the media presents is an
emotional and psychological influence, not a physical one. Despite
the
ominous
title,
The
Manipulators is not really a value ·
judgment; the work doesn't defend
or apologize, but merely presents
the facts surrounding a highly
influential industry in which all of
us, to a greater or lesser extent, are
participants.
--------------
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Book Review by Stuart Walker
Few of us would deny the important role the mass media play in
our everyday lives. The food we
eat, the clothes we wear and, to a
great extent, the way we view·
ourselves and others depends on
information supplied or withheld
by the media. In order to understand such a pervasive animal, it
is important to understand its
origins and development; to this
task, Robert Sobel has penned The
Manipulators, a lucid and wellresearched analysis of the American
mass media.
Sobel's work progresses chapter
by chapter from the introduction of
the earliest colonial printing presses
to the rise of the modern television
networks and concerns itself
primarily with portraying the
business nature of the various
media, and their growth as instruments responding to consumer
demands: the penny-press and its
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Review

The media as Social manipulator:
From Colonial Press to Cronkite
The Manipulators: America in the
Media Agel Robert Sobe//391
pages/ Anchor Press-Doubleday
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It's not for just anyone. But if you care about your iooks, we
think you'll l'lnd it's just for you. The $55 Haircut. Created by
Jim Markham for the top Hollywood Cclcbntic<; whose ha!r he
cuts. And now it's available to you. Right hcrt!. For if whole fur
fe.;s th.111 $55. Along with the products designed to enable your
hair to perform Its natural best. Call (pr <In uppointmcnt riow.
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COME IN
AND SEE
Why we say
every customer
is a star.

Thebiggesf

diamond in the wcJ1
.

will never have the beauty in your
lady's eyes that her engagement
solitaire diamond has. This diamond
is hers alone in all the world, to tell
that World that you love hl;lr, and she

roves you. From one of this area's

most comprehensive diamond
collections, three solitaire ideas in
14 karat gold: A. Round, $775.
B. Pear, $850. C. Marquise, $950.
Something Beautiful for Everyone. 5 M

Use one of our convenient charge plans or · ·
American Express • BankAmericard • Master Charge
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'Aren't Enough Facilities'

Water Polo Squad Sinks;
WI11 Not Enter NCAA's
o
By Carol Pavletich
~
The Lobo water polo team
,..... suffered a streak of bad luck this
b weekend losing two games in the
~ District VII Regional Cham8 pionships.

·;;;:
<f)

The Lobos took a 9-7 dunking
::;E from the Air Force Academy and a
:;:
<f)
7-6 loss from the University of
·utah, thus wiping out any chances
o of receiving a bid for the NCAA
"';; National Championships. The
~ District VII champs generally are
P-< invited to the NCAA national

z

playoffs. The Air Force Academy
represent this district.
Coach Rick Klatt said, "We felt
throughout the season that we had
a great chance of getting a bid to
the Nationals. I guess we got overconfide,tt and blew it. It was pretty
amazing." UNM had beaten both
the Air Force and Utah earlier this
season.
The Lobos had a four-week
break in action before the tournament and Klatt felt that this may
have been a major factor in the
losses.

will'

Vegetarian
·
·
Restaurant and Store
3118 Central SE (2Y2 Blocks East of Girard)
Mon. thru Sun. 11:30-9:00 255-7640
Thank you for not smoking
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Gym Rats Speak Out on Rec Problems

"We had a very difficult time
getting an offense generated,"
Klatt said. "We has good of a
defense as any college team I have
ever seen play. But you count on
certain individuals to come through
offensively and you depend on
those guys for goals. We just didn't
generate those goals."
Klatt gave special credit to
fielders David Lee and Mike Mann
for playing steadily throughout the
playoffs, and added, "We all
wanted to do well. The guys are
really in the dumps about this. I
guess we know we could have done
much better."
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Paper Tigers, Art Dept. to Vie

IM ·Soccer Finals Today
3-2 in overtime, Monday afternoon. The Paper Tigers took a 10 victory in a defensive battle.
The Santo's team drew blood
first when John Shaeffer scored
with 16:50 gone in the first half.
Grady ALexander of the Art

•
•
•
•
•
•

Food Service Accountability
Film Committee Reform
Subsidized ConcertTicket Prices
The Entire U.S.D.A. Platform
Direct Student Veto of the Budget
Speeded Up P.I.R.G. Refunds

Department immediately returned
the score and the half-time score
was deadlocked at 1-1.
Alexander put in his second goal
late in the second half, but Shaeffer
followed it with a goal of his own
and the game ended 2-2. One

minute into the overtime period
Stephanie Sosaya of the Art
Department kicked in the winning
goal.
The Paper Tigers, second seeded
in the tournament, edged the
impressive Crampon Kickers team
1-0 ·on the soaring goal of Paul
Gesner in the middle of the second
half. The Kickers. had scoring
threats throughout the contest, only
to be thwarted by Tiger goalie
Frank Salazar.
Today's game should be full of
excitement and action. The outcome of the game could go either
way as the two teams are equally
laden with talent.
The Art Department has a quick
and
skillful team with such players
The P~pe; Tigers, losers;;; all other intramural sports, will
as
Albuquerque
All-Star Richie
meet the Art Department in the IM soccer finals today.
Spechtold, UNM forward Grady
Alexander and two talented UNM
Women's Soccer team members
Roni Doyon and Sosaya.
The Paper Tigers are a steady
and forceful team with the
powerful feet of All-Stars Jorge
Jacome and P. Gesner and the
quickness of Roy Moshier, Gray
Lowrey and the steady defensive
backfield of Frank Salazar, Tom
Bird and Doug Kleghorn.
In soccer action that led to the
finals, Santo's annihilated the
NCHO squad 10-l. The Art
Department stymied the Rock Stars
1-0.
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Check out yout

By John Griego and Harold Smith
Editor's Note: This is the first part
of a three-part series on the openrecreation problems in Johnson
gymnasium.
With every intramural event,
chemistry exam and badminton
class, the grumbling of students
using Johnson gym continues.
The Daily LOBO sports staff
went to the 20-year-old-plus
gymnasium to find out just exactly
what all the griping is about. The
complaints range from those who
think there is a serious lack of
facilities to displeasure with ID
requirements.
Bob Cunningham, a senior who
is taking a weight-lifting course,
said, "I think that obviously there
aren't enough facilities.
"The ID checking system is an
inconvenience for the student from
the standpoint of forcing the
student to carry their lD around
with them ... Where are you going to
put your !D? In your sock?"
Julius Bell,. a frequent user of the .
main gym, said, "I think they
should have all intramurals in
Carlisle gym. I think intramurals
cut out the other activities."
When asked about the ID system,
which requires students or faculty
to present their UNM card, Bell
said, "They should check ID' s, but
they should have a guest svstem.

New:

TQble Tennis TQbles
Pin 8QII AreQ

Games? The latest!
Tonk • Indy 800 • FoosbQII
Air Hockey • Pin 8QII
AIIBilliQrd TQbles Re-covered
ffion.-Fti. 8 o.m-9 pm

So.t. 10 o.m-9 pm

necessary because it keeps guys that use."
don't belong here away. It also
Zanardi added, "We need more
keeps the younger kids out who facilities. Nothing can be improved
usually commit the rip offs.
until we get more facilities.
"Another problem is the
"For a school this big, it's a
auxiliary gym is not being used to shame there is such a minimal
its fullest. On weekends, the amount of facilities available. I
basketball goals are up and not in _ don't know if anything is going to
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help until they build another gym." ~
:><
Martin Medina said he did not ;:;·
believe checking !D's is "valid" 0
because the University is a state- tl
supported institution. Medina, a ~.
junior, continued, "It's part of the '-<
community. It should be for r0
0"
general use."
.o
Another frequent user of
0
Johnson's main basketball floor, <!
Felix Baca, sa:id, "I think they "
should open the gym for recreation 0"
...,
more during the day and also they
- .l
should open the auxiliary gym."
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In reference to checking ID's
Baca, a junior, said, "UNM
students don't come around as
much because of the hassle of
bringing ID's. Less people are
coming, but I still see people that
don't belong here."
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Finally a rather muscular gentleman, who was playing on the
same court with Bell, dribbled over
to put in his two cents worth. On
the topic of !D's he said, "It keeps
chumps like you out of here
(regarding the presence of the
smallish LOBO reporters).

Johnson Gymnasium

time.
Denver University added insult to injury by beating
the Lobos 2-0 after the Lobos had beaten them in
penetration time IJy four minutes.
Arizona added another loss to the Lobo ledger with
a 1-0 shutout. Saturday's consolation bracket was no
better for the women as they tied Colorado State 1-1,
but lost by 15 seconds in penetration time and again
lost to Denver 3-2.
Lobo coach Bev Quinlan said, "We could not buy a
goal." But she cited the super play of Carol Cole and,
Donna Kutarnia.
Colorado won the tournament and Brigham Young
was second.
•

Women's Cross-Country Squad
Finishes Tenth at National Meet
By Ed Johnson
The tenth best women's crosscountry team in the nation is right
hereatUNM.
Last Saturday the UNM's crosscountry team placed tenth out of
about 30 of the nation's best team
of women runners, with Julie
Brown of California State-North
Ridge successfully defending her
title, and Iowa State's Carol Cook
leading Iowa State to the team
championship with a second-place
finish.
That was the same Carol Cook
who was beaten by UNM's Karen
Cramond at regionals earlier this
year, yet Karen finished 14th.
Coach Barbara Butler explained
that Karen got caught in the "back
of the large pack" during the first
of the race and spent the rest of it
passing people up.
Karen says that she ran her
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Possibly the last chance at a national title for the
UNM women's field hockey team went down the tubes
this past weekend in Tucson, Ariz., as the stickerslost
all five. of the games they played.
This is probably the final year for the field hockey
team as the athletic council has accepted a recommendation from Women's Athletic Director Linda
Estes to drop field hockey and replace it with softball.
The women were trying to save the program and said
that a berth in the national tournament would have
strengthened their case.
But that possibility was wiped out when the women
tied the University of Northern Colorado 2-2 in their
fifst game, but lost by three minutes in penetration

"best" and that "the competition all five of them, as they competed
was so good. "1 needed a big meet in their first year as members of
to learn how to run" in a race of UNM's first women's cross-country
such importance with so many team.
people. This was UNM's second
Coach Butler also said,
'big' meet of the year.
Susie Vigil, who missed the "Basically the collegiate comregional run, managed a 28th place petition is coming up. The comfinish at nationals.
petition is as good as the AAU ·"

The LOBO will present the view
of Fred Perez, director of intramurals and recreation, in the
second part of the series.

the InteRnational
RestauRant & bell
Presents
Our Other Side
The

Steakout
Excellent Steak And Seaford Dinners
Served At Prices You Can Afford
From$3.79

Ask About Our Famous

$1.00 Luncheon Specials.
Try Us And We Got You.

105 Stanford 268-4789

was satisfied
Speaking and
of the
AAU,
allCoach
five ofButler
the women
harriers with
who Cramond
Susie
VigilKaren
will j;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
competed for UNM and she ex-. compete in the AAU nationals in
NOW AVAILABLE IN THE U.S.
pressed individual compliments for Florida on Nov. 27.
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Total Experience.
Here For Hair
His or Hers
$12 Haircut & Style
Now Only $8
Student ID

BARE BACK POSTER
1977 Calendar- Eye Catching,
Large 18 by 24 inches
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Games Atea
Downstairs SUB

like two or three guests."
Unlike many recreators Bell said,
"I agree that they should give tests
in Johnson gym because tests are
more important than recreation."
Spending her working hours
checking those !D's, junior Marti
Zanardi said, "the ID system is
•
•

Sticker Title Shot Dies

.'

Independent
Senate Candidate
SupP.orting:

'
!'

The Lobos finish the season with
an impressive 15-5 record. Next
year they will lose seniors Giff
Cutler, Tom Daulton, Mike Leach,
David Lee, Mike Mann, Bob
Muhlenweg, Dane Jacobs and Steve
Pizkin. Klatt said, shaking his
The UNM water polo team dropped two games last week
head, "We are losing a lot of good
guys with good experience.''
and will not be entered in the NCAA tournam.ent this week.

Paper Tigers and Art Department pulled off some close
semifinal wins advancing them to
today's Intramural Soccer Tournament finalsat4p.m.
Art Department edged the topseeded Santo's team in a mild upset
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Free Film
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Eddie Duchin
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A GREAT GIFT ITEM

10-3

$3.50

SUB Theatre

Send Check or Money Order to:
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301

LEIGH ENTERPRISES
Box 12623
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PERSONALS

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
CHRISTIANS! University Christians fellowship
dinner at SUD Ballroom on Dec, 2 at 6:00 p.m.
Tickets $1.00 at SUD. 11/19
PART-TIME COCKTAIL WAITRESS needed at
Uncle N~sty's. Apply in person, 4418 Central
N,E, 11119
I FOUND IT, You can, too, Call29~-2000. 12/3
PARTY I HUGE Sound Syslern booking fast for Dec.
Belter and cheaper than band. Frats/Sors. special
rate. 242·8638, I211
VOTE RESPONSIVE GOVERNMENT. Vote John
Gates,Nov,l7, ll/17

TODAY'S CI\DSSWDRD PUZZLE·
UNITED Feature Syndicate
plant
49 Requests to
1 Part of an
go
organism
51 E. Indian ti5 Narrow land
tle of
point
respect
9 Informal
54 Lure
farewells
58 E, in Athens
14 Above: Ger· 60 Zeus's
man
sister
15 Nine: Prefix 61 Skiers'
16 Serviceable
delight: 2
1 7 Fertilizer
words
18 Scientist
63 Bedouin
20 Tallinn
64 Tearjerker
citizen
65 Skin prob21 Command to
lem
a horse
66 Mesh of
22 Recite from
nerves
memory
67 Meaning
23 Happen
68 Troublesome
again
plant •
25 Hauls
69 Fruit drinks
27 War god
29 Free from liDOWN
quid
30 Foam on a
1 First-rate:
liquid
slang
34 "To--- is
2 Corpulent
human"
3 Presider at
36 Made public
the roast: 2
38 "Odyssey"
words
enchantress 4 Camelot
39 Back-tocharacter
front: 2
5 Break In a
words
fabric
420pinions
6 Assumed a
43 Excellence
posture
44 Call loudly
7 Reliance on
45 Class
each other
46 Forbid
8 Roofing
4 7 Injurious
material

Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

ACROSS

I URGENTLY NEED a Korean stu!lent to help me
translate a letter into Hangul. Will pay, call Tom,
243-6900, 11/17
BODY BUENO: 150 all natural body products,
Albuquerque's largest organic body store and
manufacturer, Great gift items, Holiday specials,
soaps, massage products, bubble-baths, etc. We have
it all, 3 doors east of Girard., 2910 Centra(
S.E, 11/20
FREE TO GOOD HOME: Two-year-old German
Shepherd, female, spayed, shots, housebroken, 298015.1 after ~:00 p.m. 11/17
IN A HURRY? Use LOBO ballot when voting
today. 11/17
GET TUESDAY'S LOBO to enter Lobo Football
Contest, $45.00 in gift certificates given away each
week. Every Tuesday a new contest, new winners. ll/17
If ,you cat, you need PROOF 0' THE PUDDING,
pocket-si~e guidebook to best eats around
Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Taos. Vegetarian, health,
ethnic, non-smoking, everything! Know before you
go! $1.9Sbookstores. 11/23
HAPPY 18th LOUJSE (Violet). Love, L.S., M.G., &
B.S. 11/17
MAGGIE MARTIN, the one for ewe. Endorsed for
Senate by UNM Sheep Violators Association. 11 I 17

2. - .LOST & FOUND

·

FOUND: KEYS in Geography on Wed. evening.
De~cribe& claim, Rm. 131, Marron Hall. tfn
FOUND: KEYS in Mit, Hall w/(broken) mirror, ·
Identify & claim, Marron Hall, Rm. 13 I. tfn
LOST: BLOND NOTEBOOK; w/pastel flowers,
Psychology 101. Lost ,possibly at the Frontier.
Contact me at 242-8170, II I 19
FOUND: Men's watch in Physics lecture hall, end of
UDTB, Saturday, November 6. Owner may claim at
the Testing !Jivision, rm. 2, 11/19

3.
9 Songs
10 Spinning
like - -·11 Period
12 Athena's title
13 Spanish artist
1 9 Wild revel
24 Brings up a
child
26 Passion
28 Family
member:
Informal
30 Baseball
statistic
31 Norse
mariner: 3
words
32Acldity:

'Med.
33 Contradict
34 Sister of
Ares
35 Repetition

area
49View
50 Pelt with
rocks
52 Enraged
53"----- in
Toyland"
54 0ral epic
poetry
55 Not one
56---- Falls:
Idaho city
57 Marriage
vows
59 Speechless
62Tool

SERVICES

TYPING, M,A. ,English, Selectric, on campus.
296·8564. 11/22
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San Pedro
SE, 265-0335.iColor TV's, tape decks, stereo, ampliners, auto radios. Install burglar alarms. IO'l'o discount for students with· !D's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 11118
LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepare now. Call Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 8425200. tfn
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS.
Lowestprices in town/ Fast, pleasing, near UNM.
Call 265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE, tfn
TYPING: 50 cents/page. Per linda x3930. 11/19
NATIONAL
CHICANO
HEALTH
ORGANIZATION has spring of '77 scholarships for
Health Science students, More informalion call 2774731. Deadline Nov, 26, 1976.
DIVERSIFIED TYPING SERVICES, ail types.
Lowest rates in town, free pick-up and delivery, call
831-7263 anytime. 11/22
VOLVO MECHANIC,. also 67 122's, parts, good
work guaranteed. Mike, 247-9083. I 1/22
BAKERY CAFE SPECIAL: Delicious chili-cheese
sandwich $1.25 through 11/23, I 18 Yale S.E. 11/22
STUDENT RATES on professional typing! Perfect,
error-free original copies on resumes, papers,
dissertations, etc. Call293-0976. I I /24
·
EXPERT TYPING 266-4567. 11/22
JT TAKES 8 WEEKS to reach fluency In French, 14
to achieve French Univ. level, (IS to 20 U.S, credits)
in total immersion In France. 30 brs of audio-visual
and programmed instruction a week. Family living.
Open to determined beginners and near-beginners,
year round. Normandy, Paris, Nice, Call: 821-0388
or write: French & American Study Center, Manoir
dcFaugucrnon, 14100 Llsieux, France.. 11/19
LEGITJMATEMASSAOE298-4718, 12/3
YOGA FOR WOMEN workshop: Nov. 21, fee
SIO.OO, Santa Fe Hilton Inn. Hatha Yoga, T'ai Chi,
self ma~sage, breathing techniques, self awareness
exercises. 983-1233. I 1117

4.

APPLES: 3-klnds, $!.50/!l,bu. and up, Oelivered
UNM area, 867-2584, 11/22
'
FENDER RHODES KEYBOARD, 2 custom Fender
stratocasters new condition. 266-4567. II /22
SHEPHERD CROSS HUSKY puppies, $10.00, 8980614, 11/22
TYPEWRITER: portable OJ~vetti, like new, $48.00,
277-3617 or292-3476. 11/22
PURE BRED SIBERIAN Husky: best offer, cai12437374. 11/18
GOLD JEWELRY, charms, pendants, tie-tacs, rings,
appraised 1966, lower than present Thailand prices,
$5/up, 298-4774. 11/23
SINGER SEWING MACHINE left in layaway, not
claimed. Equipped to zig,zag, buttonhole. Pay $19.00
and take machine. 255-7534. ll/23
KIRBY VACUUM CLEANER: Brand new 1977',
assume payments of $7.47/rnonth. New warranty,
255-7535. 11/23
PIONEER, KENWOOD, SANSUI; reel to reels,
cassettes: Closing them out, IO"'q to 50% off. While
they last, 255·7535. 11/23
COLOR TV: 10 yr. guarantee, big screen, color tint
controls. Assume payments of $7.00 per mo. 2557534, I 1/23
CANON STUFF: Canon FJ, 50mm fl.4 lens, like
new. Another Canon Fl, motor drive, EE servo
finder, Canon SOmm f3.5 with extra tube, Wilson
Camera, 3107 Central N.E. I 1/17

5.

FOR RENT

----------~----------

ROOMMATE: NICE 2-Bdr, House. Quiet neighborhood. $100/month. Serious student only, 2968306Syl. 11/17
BEST UNM APARTMENTS. Large, nicely fur~ished and carpeted. Dishwashers, disposers,
security, UNM one block, 208-209 Columbia S.E. No
children, pets. $180.00, call 255-2685.
ROOM
FOR
RENT
in
private home,
Wyoming/Copper area. Full house privileges,
$100.00 monthly, 294·4257. 11/17

6.

EMPLOYMENT

LOOKING FOR AMBITIOUS, personable indivi·
dual to manage Campus photographic business •
Offers opportunity to use and develop full range of
management and marketing skills. Excellent profit
potential, For more Information, call collect, pcrs~n· ·
to·person for Bob Olmstead (405) 364-1777 or wnte
Photography Shoppe, Box 637, Norman. Oklahoma
73070beforeNovember 15,1976 11/17
1 FOUND IT. You can, too. Call293-2000. 1213
PART TIME WORK-Albuquerque's Marine
Reserve Unit is one of five in the country that
provides challenges such as Scuba, Parachuting,
Wilderness experiences, etc, We strongly support
attainment of your degree and provide assistance
toward it. Cqll 766-2479/3520; or 800-423,

2~0.
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7.

TRAVEL

WAITRESS, SINGERS WANTED for exciting new
theatre restaurant, 'call Pam McCool, 2994401. 11/29
HOLIDAY HELP: Part time, $400.1l<J/mo. Caii25523F, Il-l p.m. 11/17

TELLURIDE SKI TRIP, January 9-16, $130. Includes transportation, lifts & lodging. For information call 842-8569. $50 deposit due immediately.
UNM Ski Club, I 1/26
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES! Call Rideline ... 265-98~.
(303) 449-6670 at Intercontinental· Travel Centre.
11/30
RIDE NEEDED: Tucson, Thanksgiving. Share
driving, expenses, Phone Peggy, 268·6676. I 1/18

8.

MODELS NEEDED for new hair styles and Henna
treatment. Inquire Tijeras Hair Company, 2555544. 11122

TUX RENTAL

•· Flares (in colors)
• Colored Vests
• Formal Boots

• New Styles
• New Stock

LORD

~2!

fORSALE

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

•

Want Ads say it
·1n· a a·•g way..·~

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
under the heading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

•

MISCELLANEOUS

PEUGEOT: Yellow, rnint condition. Two months
old, Presently sells for Sl60. Sacriflce SI07. 2420761 Jim. 11/17
c. B. NEW PACE 2300 and antenna cost. S250.00
Will sell SI4S.OO 292-00n 11/17
BICYCLES: WE HAVE the lightest weight for the
money you can buy. Some on sale. R.C. Hallett's,
843-9378. tfn
BUY I GET I FREE. Monday thru Saturday 7·9,
Uncle Nasty's. 12/3
1974 PODGE CHARGER.-P.B., P.S., A.T., A.C.
Excellent condition. 292-1218. tfn
10-SPEED BICYCLE riot sale! $93.00/ea.
European, lightweight, lugged. Warrantied for life.
All sizes available. Contact W .J. Hart 8833879. I 1/19

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum chargb
5 or more times -9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance
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